Workshop on the Chernoff/Kavlock preliminary developmental toxicity test.
The Chernoff/Kavlock assay, proposed as a preliminary screen for teratogenic potential, was the subject of a 2-day workshop sponsored by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health. Data from three large testing programs were presented, representing tests of 165 chemicals, of which 33 were tested at least twice. Applications of the test in industrial laboratories and product development, hazard identification, and risk assessment were discussed. Workshop participants recognized the assay as one of several valid ways to preliminarily evaluate chemicals with unknown developmental toxicity. Other preliminary tests were also discussed in terms of their relationship to this test, which was seen as having the advantage of providing information on neonatal viability. Other techniques, particularly an abbreviated conventional teratology study, were also recognized as appropriate screens. The preferred test in a particular laboratory will be dependent upon the particular skills and objectives of that laboratory. Standardized protocols were suggested, but flexibility in experimental design was considered necessary, and many variations on the basic test could be appropriate. This preliminary test has been used most often as a single-dose test in mice, but might provide more generally useful data if conducted in rats using two dose levels. Workshop participants viewed the test as highly reliable in correctly identifying developmentally toxic chemicals and suggested that a negative finding in a properly conducted Chernoff/Kavlock test could be a sufficient basis for regulatory agencies to determine that conventional teratology tests in the same species are not warranted.